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Background:  
Volcanic eruptions are driven by the growth of bubbles, 

and we try to “read” the behaviour of past eruptions by 

looking at the bubbles preserved in erupted material. Bub-

ble size distribution analysis is a key tool in the volcanol-

ogists arsenal (e.g. Hughes et al 2017), however the usual 

procedure is to perform the analysis on 2D thin sections, 

therefore leaving the analysis potentially open to a source 

of error. Accurate interpretation of the bubble size and 

bubble number density data requires the sample to be 

captured on the 2D slice. When the bubbles are spherical, 

isolated, and distributed evenly throughout the sample we 

can apply stereoscopic projections to convert between 

2D data and the 3D bubble volumes (Shea et al.).  How-

ever, if there is bubble elongation because of deformation, 

bubble coalescence, or any complex heterogeneity in the 

bubble distribution, the cross sections of the bubbles ob-

served on a randomly orientated 2D section may not give 

an accurate idea of the actual bubble shapes, and so any 

stereoscopic projection will be flawed. If we are to read 

the rock record accurately we need better methods for 

dealing with the more complex bubble geometries we find 

in real samples.   

Project Aims and Methods: 
This project will use a combination of natural and syn-
thetic samples and test the limits where the stereo-
scopic projection yields accurate results. Processing 
the 3D images from volcanic rocks as both 2D and 3D 
datasets the student will investigate the importance of 
sampling density and orientation, and then combine 
this with a synthetic computer model derived dataset 
that allows the full impact of bubble shaped, defor-
mation and spatial distribution to be characterised. 
The successful student will develop new protocols that 
can be applied by any volcanologist wanting a better 
idea about eruption processes.  
 

Training and skills development: 
The student will be integrated into the vibrant, active 
volcanology research group within the Durham Earth 
Science Department. Training will include: 
 2D and 3D textural analysis of volcanic rocks using 

XMT 
 writing and presentation skills  
 optional volcanology field course in Tenerife  
 optional experimental experience at Diamond Light 

Source 

 excellent preparation for PhD research. 

Pre-requisites: 
The successful candidate will have:  
 an undergraduate degree in earth sciences  
 interests in volcanology  
 an interest in 3D imaging and computer modelling  

Research costs: 
Basic research costs associated with this project will be 
met by the supervisor. The student will be liable for 
their travel and subsistence costs for any optional ex-
perimental experience (around £250), and the costs of 
any conference attendance. 
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Fig 1: A 3D render of a selection of real bubble morphol-

ogies that cannot be accurately captured by a stereoscopic 

projection  
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